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Abstract. This paper deals with a system that consists
of a combination of wind and solar sources. The wind
energy unit is the primary energy source that feeds the
load and is controlled by the I cos Φ algorithm. The
algorithm’s efficiency is tested under normal operation
and when one of the phases in the load is disconnected.
This algorithm efficiently maintains the voltage and
frequency during these conditions. The solar unit is
directly connected with the battery energy storage system and is used to charge the battery. It implements
MPPT using Perturb and Observe (P&O) method. The
hybrid system is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK.
It is found to perform and maintain the frequency and
the potential at the load side and the point of common
coupling under normal operation and varying load conditions. I cos Φ algorithm, which controls the switching
signals, requires simple calculations for generating reference source currents. This algorithm does not need
conversion from one frame to another, making the system respond for quick dynamics and improved power
quality. The perturb and observe method is proven to
ensure the maximum power extraction from the solar
panel. Thus, the combination of these two techniques
makes the system act efficiently and handle load disturbances.

1.

Introduction

The need for renewable energy sources for energy production is becoming more and more significant in recent years. Solar and wind are two resources that
are available in abundance universally. The green and
clean energy output have made these two fields popular. A combination of wind and solar can be a part
of the microgrid, which is used in areas where the grid
connection is not a viable option.
A lot of literature is available regarding the control
of wind units and solar units separately and as a hybrid
unit. The implementation of the I cos Φ algorithm in
different applications are also mentioned in many articles. [1] gives information on variable generators in his
Electrical generator handbook. [2] give various methods for Power system quality Assessment. IEEE recommended practices for power quality standards are
mentioned in [3] and [4]. [5] designed and executed
the I cos Φ algorithm for shunt active filter. [6] proposed a newer version of the I cos Φ algorithm called
Levenberg-Marquardt using backpropagation. In [7]
and [8], the authors explain the (P&O) based MPPT
technique under different weather conditions and different applications.

[10] designed a DSTATCOM using Naive backpropagation based I cos Φ. [11] present a review on different renewable energy powered water pumping sysWind energy unit, solar energy conversion sys- tems. The advantage of each method and the contem, control algorithm, Maximum Power Point trol strategies used in the power electronic interface
Tracking (MPPT), Perturb and Observe algo- are discussed here. [12] simulated a tandem solar cell
with more than 41 % efficiency. [13] proposed marithm.
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The proposed system is a combination of a wind energy conversion unit and a solar energy unit. The solar unit is connected directly to the battery. To ensure
that the solar panel gives out the maximum power,
the MPPT technique Perturb and Observe method is
used. The wind power unit is controlled by the I cos Φ
algorithm. The switching of Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors (IGBTs) in the voltage source converter is
controlled by the triggering signals produced according to this algorithm. I cos Φ algorithm requires simple
calculations for the generation of reference source currents. This algorithm does not require any conversion
from one frame to another, making the system respond
for quick dynamics and improved power quality. The
star-delta transformer suppresses the neutral current
and reduces the DC link voltage and voltage rating of
the Voltage Source Converter (VSC).

2.

Wind and Solar Power
Systems

2.1.

Wind Energy Conversion
System

A wind generator converts the mechanical energy fed
to it by the wind turbine to electrical energy. The wind
output varies proportionately to the cube of the wind
velocity. It is found that only 59 % of the wind power
input is getting converted to the output.
The characteristics of the wind output power against
the turbine speed for different values of windspeeds is
as shown in Fig. 1 that as the turbine speed increases,
turbine output power increases, becoming maximum at
a particular speed. The output power decreases if the
turbine speed increases further.
Turbine power characteristics (Pitch angle beta = 0 deg)
1.4

11 m s-1

1.2

Turbine output power
(pu of nominal mechanical power)

chine learning-based PV generation forecasting. The
forecasting performance is analyzed by using different
Machine Learning (ML) techniques. The maximum
power extraction based on the artificial bee colony optimization technique is proposed, which is proven superior to the P&O method [14]. [15] suggested a hybrid DC/AC microgrid with various maximum power
extraction strategies. [16] presents a review on DC
microgrid’s planning, operation, and control. [17] developed and investigated various Deep Neural Network
models to predict solar irradiance one day ahead. [18]
suggested detecting the PV cell failures based on the
voltage and current signals produced due to the electrical interaction of different parameters. [19] propose a salp swarm based MPPT for the solar unit,
which works efficiently under dynamic weather conditions. [20] uses HOMER software to perform sensitivity analysis and evaluate technical and financial feasibilities. [21] present the application of the I cos Φ
algorithm in small hydropower generating station.
It proves the algorithm’s effectiveness in controlling the
terminal voltage and frequency and in mitigating the
harmonics. [22] present an improved ATILS control
strategy based on Adaptive theory for Power Quality
improvement using Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR),
which is very efficient for mitigating the harmonics.
[23] give an insight into a neural network-based control
for a grid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) system.
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Fig. 1: Turbine output power characteristics.

The output power equation for the wind generator is
derived from the fact that the kinetic energy of a body
depends upon the mass and velocity. Power is the rate
of change of energy. The output power equation can
be given by:
P =

1
ρAV 3 ,
2

(1)

where P is the power extracted from the wind expressed in watts, ρ is the air density in kg·m−1 , A is the
swept area of the blade in m2 and V is the wind velocity in m·s−1 . Eq. (1) calculates the maximum energy
that can be transformed from the wind, but the Betz
condition sets a limit to the extracted energy because
wind movement is not stopped after hitting the wind
blades. Thus, even though the equation gives a significant value for the power converted, the actual power
converted to electrical energy is less than 50 % of the
calculated value. And so, the generators are rated at
a much lesser value than the calculated one.
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2.2.
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Solar Photo Voltaic System

to the maximum value by adjusting the duty cycle in
the DC-to-DC converter.

In a solar energy conversion system, a photovoltaic cell
converts the energy in the sun rays to electricity or
heat energy. The efficiency of the solar cell is only
around 17 %, and it depends on the temperature of
the solar cell, the quantity of sunlight falling on it and
the load characteristics. The disadvantage with solar
energy is, it changes with the weather conditions which
makes a fully dependent solar powered system to be less
reliable. But the development of appropriate energy
storage systems has allowed this energy conversion to
be very economical.

3

PV current (A)

2.5
-2
2 -Incident irradiataion: 1000 W m

Operating cell temperature -70 oC, Pmpp = 39.3 W
Operating cell temperature -55 oC, Pmpp = 42.9 W

1

Operating cell temperature -40 oC, Pmpp = 46.5 W
Operating cell temperature -25 oC, Pmpp = 50.2 W

0.5
0

System Configuration

The circuit under consideration is a combination of
wind and solar energy conversion units. Figure 4 shows
the schematic diagram of the wind energy generating
unit. The wind Generator is directly connected to the
load. The solar system is used as a backup for charging
the battery.
The wind generator unit uses a 7.5 kW, 415 V, 50 Hz
asynchronous generator to generate electricity. A delta
connected capacitor circuit of 8 kVAr capacity generates the necessary reactive power for the generator.
A star-delta transformer couples the controller with the
load circuit. The neutral of the star connected side of
the transformer is connected with load neutral so that
the neutral current which flows in case of unbalance
will circulate in this connection, and it will not affect
the source neutral.

3.5

1.5

3.

Operating cell temperature -10 oC, Pmpp = 53.8 W

The solar energy system uses a photovoltaic panel
having 34 cells connected in series producing a total
Fig. 2: PV cell voltage to current relationship for different tem- open-circuit voltage of 64.2 V. Two modules are conperatures.
nected in series, and six modules in parallel. As mentioned earlier, the efficiency of the PV modules is significantly less. A step towards improving the efficiency
Figure 2 shows the V-I characteristics of a solar cell
is done by operating the photovoltaic cells using the
with temperature. In a solar cell, the temperature
maximum power point technique. And as a result, the
has a profound effect on the voltage generated. If the
panel generates maximum power. Perturb and Observe
temperature is increased above this limit, that causes
is the MPPT technique used here.
a reduction in voltage.
A battery is used, which maintains the dc-link voltage
at a constant level. Wind power and solar power
Start
are used to charge the battery. The battery helps the
system to maintain stability under abnormal condiMeasure V(t), I(t)
tions. The battery absorbs the unused power and gets
Calculate
recharged whenever the load is less than the rated load.
power, P(t)
In case if the load is increased, the battery provides the
No
Yes
P(t)>P(t-1)
extra power and thus helps the system handle the uncertainty in the load.
0
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PV voltage (V)
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Fig. 3: P&O algorithm for MPPT.

Figure 3 shows the flowchart for the MPPT algorithm. The flowchart shows that the duty cycle is
set according to the value of the power extracted from
the system. If the extracted power is greater than the
power extracted in the previous time instant, then the
voltage is reversed. Or, if the power is lesser than the
power drawn at the previous instant, then the voltage
is kept as it is. So, the power drawn can be adjusted

4.
4.1.

Control Algorithm
Calculation of Reference
Currents in Wind System

The in-phase and quadrature components of the reference currents are calculated based on the principles of
I cos Φ algorithm. Figure 5 explains this algorithm in
detail. The terminal voltage is given as:
r
2 2
2 + V 2 ).
(2)
(V + Vvb
Vtv =
vc
3 va
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of the proposed hybrid system of wind and solar.
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The unit templates in phase are found out as:
U ta =

Vva
Vvb
Vvc
, U ta =
, U ta =
.
Vtv
Vtv
Vtv
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The quadrature component of source current is given
by:
Iq = Ivq − ILq ,
(13)
(3)

where,
The real component values of load current are given
ILqa + ILqb + ILqc
(14)
.
ILq =
by:
3
ILpa = ILas cos Φas ,
Thus, the reactive components of reference source curILpb = ILbs cos Φbs ,
(4) rent are given by:
ILpc = ILcs cos Φcs ,
∗
Isqa
= ILq uaq ,
where Φas , Φbs and Φcs are the angles between the load
∗
I
(15)
sqb = ILq ubq ,
voltages and load currents.
∗
Isqc = ILq ucq .
The frequency of the load voltage is measured and
compared with the standard value of frequency and the The reference current for each phase is given by the
difference is given out as the error. This difference at equation:
∗
∗
∗
Ias
= Isap
+ Isqa
,
any instant is given as:
∗
∗
∗
Ibs = Ispb + Isqb ,
(16)
∗
∗
∗
fde (nt) = fref − f (nt).
(5)
Ics
= Ispc
+ Isqc
.
The PI controller output is given by:
If p(nt) = If p(nt−1) +
+Kf p{fde(nt) −fde(nt−1) } + Kf i fde(nt) .

These reference currents are compared with the measured values of source currents, and the gating signal
for the voltage source converter is produced based on
(6)
the error signal.

The magnitude of the real component of reference current is given by:
Ipr = If p + ILpr ,

4.2.

(7)

Equations Pertaining to Solar
Energy Conversion

A solar cell can be considered as a current source, with
(ILpa + ILpb + ILpc )
a diode connected in parallel. The maximum power
(8)
.
ILpr =
that can be delivered by a solar cell is given by the
3
Thus, the active components of reference source cur- equation:
P = VOC · IOC · f f,
(17)
rent are given by:
where f f is the fill factor which characterizes the non∗
Isap
= Ipr uta ,
linear electrical behavior of the solar cell. The maxi∗
Isbp = Ipr utb ,
(9)
mum power extracted from the cell depends upon its
∗
Iscp = Ipr utc .
characteristic resistance, which in turn depends upon
the temperature, illumination and the age of the cell.
The quadrature components of source current are
This resistance is adjusted in a way that the maximum
found by finding the product of the quadrature compower is produced.
ponent of the unit template with the magnitude of the
The equivalent circuit of a solar cell is given in Fig. 6.
reactive components of reference currents. The quadraFrom
the Fig. 6, the output current is given by:
ture components of unit templates are found out:

where,

−utb
utc
wta = √ + √ ,
3
3
√
3
utb
utc
wtb =
uta + √ − √ ,
2
2 3 2 3
√
− 3
utb
utc
wtc =
uta + √ − √ .
2
2 3 2 3

I = Isc − Id − Ish ,
(18)
 V +IRs

V + IRs
(19)
− I0 e( nVt ) − 1 ,
I = Isc −
(10)
Rsh
where Rs is the internal series resistance, Rsh is the
parallel internal resistance, Vt is the thermal voltage,
Isc is the short circuit current, I0 is the reverse satuThe terminal voltage is measured and compared with ration current, n is the ideality factor of the diode.
the standard value and difference is termed as the error If the shunt resistance is neglected:
voltage.
 V +IRs

Vte (n) = Vtref (n) − Vt (n).
(11)
(20)
I = Isc − I0 e( nVt ) − 1 .
The PI controller output is given by:

PV cell output voltage can be given by:

Ivq(nt) = Ivq(nt−1) + Kvp{Ve(nt) −Ve(nt−1) } + Kvi Ve(nt) .
(12)
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AKT Isc + I0 − I
ln
.
q
I0

(21)
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In Perturb and Observe method of MPPT technique,
a power variation is created in the module by introducing a small perturbation. The output power of the
solar panel is measured and compared with the formerly measured power. If the output power is found
to have an increased value, the perturbation is continued. If it has a lower value compared to the previous
one, perturbation is reversed.

freq (Hz)

Fig. 6: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell.
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Fig. 7: Waveforms during load disconnection for a linear load.
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Figure 7 displays the generated voltage, generated
current, load current, the current from the compensator, voltage, battery voltage, battery current, source
neutral current at the point of common coupling, load
neutral current and frequency during the load disconnection for a linear load. It is clear from the waveform that when the load is removed at 6.6 seconds, the
source current is unaffected. It still maintains the sinusoidal waveform as the controller compensates for the
fluctuations in the load current.

Iln (A)

As mentioned earlier, the system uses a wind power
unit as the primary power source for the load.
The load is connected to the source at 0.35 seconds.
The controller is connected at 0.5 seconds. It is found
that the controller brings the system into stability
within a second. The load is disconnected at 6.65 seconds and gets reconnected at 6.75 seconds.
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The battery voltage also remains constant. The positive values of battery current indicate that the battery Fig. 8: Waveforms during load disconnection for a nonlinear
charges during load reduction. This battery operation
load.
helps the system maintain its stability. The controller
controls the small changes in the frequency during the
disconnection and reconnection.
Figure 9 shows the changes in the current, voltage
and power produced in the solar panel with the changes
Figure 8 shows the waveforms for a nonlinear load.
in irradiance. The voltage and the current are seen
The generated voltage generated current, load current,
fluctuating with a change in irradiance. But due to
the current from the compensator, PCC voltage, batthe action of the MPPT algorithm, these variations
tery voltage, battery current, source neutral current,
are kept within limits so that the maximum power is
load neutral current and frequency when the load is
extracted from the circuit.
removed from the circuit are plotted. It is found that
Figure 10 shows the Total Harmonic Distortion
the controller is working efficiently even for the nonlin(THD) in the source voltage and source current during
ear load.
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6.
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The performance of a wind energy conversion system
that supplies power to a nonlinear load is analyzed.
The action of a solar energy source to charge the battery is studied. The wind unit is controlled by a controller that uses the I cos Φ algorithm to regulate the
system parameters in case of variation in load. This algorithm is found to work effectively and maintains the
system parameters within acceptable limits. The addition of a solar energy source is found to act as an effective backup for the system. The Perturb and Observe
method acts as an excellent technique for maximum
power extraction.

Fig. 9: Solar irradiance, voltage and current.
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